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Foreword

The unique properties of diamond are responsible for its pre-eminence as a
gemstone, and give it a glamour and attraction unprecedented for any other mineral.
As the first member of group IV of the periodic table of elements, carbon, in its
crystalline form as diamond, has also fascinated scientists for at least 300 years.

Many experimental techniques have been employed in the study of diamond, and
of these, optical spectroscopy has proven one of the most fruitful. The absorption
line at 415 nm, characteristic of "Cape Yellow" diamonds, was first documented by
Walter in 1891. Further work on this absorption, now known as "N3", by the Indian
school under Sir C. V. Raman in the 1930s and 1940s led to a basic understanding of
the system, which they observed in both absorption and luminescence. The N3
center is a structural defect in the diamond, and the absorption of light occurs by
exciting electrons in this defect from one well-defined energy state to another. When
the electron returns to the original energy level, luminescence is produced. Detailed
studies of natural diamonds over the subsequent 60 years have discovered large
numbers of absorption and emission lines, characteristic of different defects.

In 1904 Sir William Crookes showed that a colorless diamond could be turned
green by long exposure to radium salts. The spectroscopic study of defect centers
created by radiation damage in diamond, and the way in which these centers anneal
following heat treatment, began in earnest in the 1950s and continues to the present
day, creating new series of absorption and luminescence lines which are not
normally found occurring naturally.

In 1955 the dream of converting graphite to diamond became a reality, and of the
100 tones of diamond now produced annually, around 80% is manufactured by the
high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) route. This "synthetic diamond" or "man
made diamond" has all the desirable mechanical properties associated with diamond
which makes it suitable for industrial applications, but the optical properties are
quite different from those of the majority of natural diamonds. At present there is
considerable interest in the spectroscopy associated with nickel and cobalt, the
metals normally used in the synthesis of diamond. Here again we find a large
number of absorption and luminescence lines which are not normally seen in natural
diamond.

Diamond can also be produced from the gas phase to produce "thin film
diamond" by chemical vapor deposition (CVD); in fact, developments of the CVD
process over the last 15 years now enable polycrystalline diamond wafers more than
150 mm in diameter and more than I mm thick to be produced on a routine basis.
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VI Foreword

Becau$e this m.terial is grown w • quite different way from natural diamond or
HPHT diamond, some of the defects il contains a... unique to CYD diamond.

As a ...sult of the intensive research carried out on all fonns of diamond,
Jl3.nicularly during the last 50 years, a huge number of absorption and luminesceoce
syslems have bttn documented. Some .... in the regular stientiflcjoumals, Olhers in
conference proceedin~ or special supplements 10 joumals which are mo... difficult
to obtain; some work is found Qrlly in Ph.D. lheses. and the... is • large body of
important ...searth on diamond which has been carried 0Il1 by Russian stientim but
nottranslaled im" English.

ReCOgn;ZlOg the n~ for I slOgle SOurce "f reliable information, Dr Alexander
ZlilSev has galhe...d together all of the known ...ferences dealing wilh optical
centers in diamond. This is an ongoing tas!.:; new optical cenlers contintle to be
disco.'ered while the wor]( ;s being compiled, but publication of the p;escnt volume
is a formidable achievement fo' which the author muSI be congratulated. !l is. book
which anyone working on lhe spt<:tl'OSCOpy of defects in diamond will wanl on their
desk, and 10 which they will make f~uem referellCe.

Professor ~I(J" T. Co/NIlS
Wheatstone Physics Laboratory
King's College london
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Preface

Optical properties play an impo!UJl1 role in the investigation, characteriunion, and
application of diamond. These optical properties have always made diamond so
attraelive in ils natul1ll beauly, and il still keeps ils commercial value today. The
unique oplical properties of diamond are also one of lite main criteria for its
industrial usc, being lbe second best property after mechanical hardness.

Many oUlStanding pbysical properties of diamond make il an attractive material
for oplical and optoelectronic applicalions. Diamond has the widest optical
transparency band of all known solids, which ranges from 0.22 ~m (fundamental
absorplion edge) 10 the far-infrared. Only the intrinsic vibrational absorption band of
moderale intensity belween 2,5 and 7 j.lm disturbs tile perfection of diamond's
transparency in lite infrared region. Being transparent in Ibe ultraviolet, visible and
infrared speclnll regions. diamond provides many opportunities for laniee defects to
reveal the optieal aclivity of Iheir electronic and vibralional transitions, The large
bandgap energy (5.49 eV) is a particularly favorable condition in the case of
luminescence, because the radiative electronic transitioos require that both the
ground and excited electrcmie states lie within the bandgap. The high mechanical
hardness and thermal conductivity of diamond greatly support its optical
applications making diamond optics very slable and resistant in many respects.

When discussing the optical properties of a material its optical cenlers should be
considered carefully, because their properties and abundance detennine almost all
optical perform.ance of the maleriaL Besides, the content of optical centers is the
main parameter of the optical ehanscteriza.lion of the material. So far more than 150
vibrational and more Ihan 500 electronic oplical eenlcrs have been detected in
diamond within the speclral range of 20 10 0,17 j.lm; thaI is, between the vacuum
ullravio1e1 and the mid-infrared regions. To fill up this large spectral range diamond
possesses maoy optically aClive defects of various origins including intrinsic and
impurity·related, point and ext"",ded def~cts, Both types of intrinsic flOim defects
(vacancy- and interslilial·,elatcd) in diamond can fonn optical centers, Many
impurities are known to form optically active defects in diamond: H, H~, Li, a, N,
0, N~, P, Si, As, Ti, Cr, Ni, Co, In, Zr, Ag, W, Xe and TL Many oflhe optical
cenlers related to these impurilies have been created artificially using doping during
growth and, in particular, ion implantation. These centers have never been seen
before in pristine natural diamonds. The reason for that is lhe very short and strong
Spl hybridized covalent C.c electronic bonds preventing thcnnodynamical
equilibrium (or quasi-equilibrium) illCOrpOralion of impurities (even hydrogen) into
the diamond lattice. The only remaining possibilily is thc use of forced melhods of
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X Prelace

impurity Insertion, s<ICh as ioo implantalion. Another "'3.S0n for Ihe high efficiency
of the ion ;mplantalioo as a melho<! of oplical activat;oo of diamond is ilS inevitable
creation of rad;at;oo damage. Since the majority of optically acI;ve defeols in
diamond are complexes involving impurity aloms bound 10 some ;nttinsic slmcN",1
defccrs (vacancies andlor inlerstitial atoms), defect produclion IS an essential
advantage <If ion implanlalion,

The impur;lies menlioned above are not equally aClive in creating optical Centers
in diamond. Som. of them, like 5i, form only 01lC oplical ••nl.r charncleristic of Ihc
specie. Others, like N, prod.... a great number of optical cent.rs thl'O\lghout Ih.
whole optical rangc of diamond. Nitrogen ;s an impllrily of special imporlance for
diamond. Firntly, nilrogen is respons;ble for vaSI majority of impurity-related opl;cal
cenlern, Secondly, many of tt>e mOSI intense and mosl inlerest;ng optical Cenlef$ for
practical apphcations a", known 10 be nitrogen-relatro. Nitrogen ean form optically
aClive derec\.\ in many ways: single isolaled nitrogen atoms, muiti-amrn nilrogen
complexes, and comple~es of nitrogen aloms with ;nlIinsic lanice dcrecls and wilh
othcr impurities. Thus the prcsence of niuogen in diamond in almOSI any form
immediately changes ils optical properties. One of Ihe consequences of high oplical
aclivity of nitrogen IS Ihe physical c1"sificalion of diamond based primarily upon
nitrogcn-related optical absorpl;on.

An importanl optically related feature of diamond is i\.\ high D<:bye temperaturl:
(aboul 2000 Kj, Actually Ihis is the highest Debye lemperarurl: of those lmown for
any solids, Owing 10 the high Debye lemperature, a remarkable exc;tal;()I\ of
phonon.s in Ihe diamond lallice, and consequent electron-phonon coupling wilh
latlice mod.s;n oplically aClivc d.rects, occurs al el.vatro lemperatures. As a resuh,
many oplical cenle" in diamond interacI predominantly with locil and quasi local
vibrations of Ihe cOffcsponding dtfcclS and retain their spe<:lt"al structures and
radiative lransition probabilities unaffected 10 relatively high temperatures. For
instance, !he H3 Or S15 nm nitrogen-relaled cenle.. exhibil a strong luminescence
inlensity at lemperatures above 500'C.

Being a nond;recl handgap semiconductor, diamond, al lirst glante, does nul
appear 10 he a promising material for l;ghl~m;t1ing oploelectronic applications.
Indeed, band-Io-hand radiOlive lransitions in diatnond require the participalion of
phonons, which suongly reduces Iheir probability and makes band·to·band intrinsic
luminescence ine(fcclive, Howe"er, fortull3lely Ihe COnduclion band of diamond has
a local minimum in lhe center of the Brillouin zone, lying al aboul 7,2 eV above the
maximum of Ihe valellCe hand. This peculiarily has a yeal effecl On Ihe probability
of the extrinsic radialive ttlnsilions occurring al Ihe cenl.rs, the e~cited eleclronK:
levelS of which lie in proximily 10 Ihe conduclion band. Namely, the wave runclion
of lhe excited stll.S of such oplical cenlers may possess a considerable local
maximum al k - 0, This means 11m the impulse relaxalion requitc<l for a quantum
assisled clectrOl'ic It.nsition can easily OCcur inside Ihe d.fccI via ;nteraclion Wilh
i\.\ quasilocal vibrations. Thus th. p",bability of radialive recombinalion Over such
optical centers can be high and even dominant. The lighl emission efficiency of
extrinsic opI;cal centers in diamond is expeCled to be like Ihal in GaP, which has a
bandgap structure analogous 10 lhal of diamond, and which is lmown 10 be an
c1Tecrive s.miconductor for light-emitting diodes.
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Preface XI

The ph~1iical background of the optical propenics of diamond has alread~ been
discussed in detail in a number of books and review anicles. There is no need 10

repeat it rn:rc. The aim of lhe present handbook is 10 presenl in a s~slemalic manner
lhe experimental and thecretical data On optical properties of diamond accompanied
b~ shon explanalions and models. This is a handbook, which is supposed to provide
a sl:>ort and quick way to search for concrele infonnati(ln, ralher lhan l(l give a
general view (If the subject. It will help dialIlOlld researchers l(l find a reference or
assess the level ofknowledge ofa particular optical fealure.

Very often the data obtained by different authors are contradiclory. This
handbook presents. the different points of view e'lu.lIy withoul any prejudice. The
prescntation of the infonnation ii based (In the presumption !hat all of lhe
experimental data have been obtained correctly (unless the opposite is admined by
the authors themselves). Readers have to fonn their own opinion based on lhe facts
available and to decide which data or interpretation seem to be more correct.
However, in some cases tbe author of the present handbook gives his opinion; this is
marl:ed with {O}.

The current understanding of the optical properties of diamonds is sometimes
cOltSidered as excellent. However this statement is valid oo\y for a few well-known
"dassical" optical effects (provided they are located in a perfect diamond lallice) and
in the case of the basic effecl1i On some main intrinsic and nitrogen-conlaining
defe<:ts.. The preSl'm handbook clearly demonstrates lhat the number of questions
and problems in optics of diamond is growing much faster that the acquisition of
reliable data and the elaboration of thought-out answers.

Bochum, July 2000 Alexander M. Zojr~;ev
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32{1 5 Opllcal Eleclronlc Transilions

2.985 eV (415.2 nm): A, Cl, El, XL (Pologrudov cl aL 1964), PI.., PlE, IL; ZPL;
lhe NJ <entu (in some early publiC.11ion.s the B, cenler (Sobolev C1 a1. 1969'0), The
abbreviatioo N was tal<en for Na/urally occurring.

The 1'13 cenler is a very cOmmon oplical feature in mOSI type la natural diamoods
containing lhe 8-<lgg'~g~tu of nilrogen. Aboul 9S~. of natural diamonds fe"ealing
N3 cenlef pholOlumlnescence beloog 10 lhe la type (YelilSCyev 1977). Very often
,'''' defects responsible for lbe 1'13 oenlef are dlslributed In naruraltype la diamonds
as small d\lSlers giving rise 10 • !lright bl"e CI.. (Lang 1977). The 1'13 oen~f ;s
ot>soerved ;n some ,yol""ti< diamonds. The center is panicularly Mrong in HPHT
samples doped wiltl cyan compounds (Nikilin 1971). Probably the 1'13 center is also
observed in some CVD d..mond films (Collins el al. 199Oa). Normally lhe 1'13
oemer abSO<ption i, proponionallo the absorpl,on IOlensity of the plalelel peak and
lile peak of I"" B-aggregales of ni!rogen (Field 1992: Woods 1986), T1>e 1'1] cenler
is crealed in type Ila diamonds by "it,,,ge,, ion implu"tati"" and subsequent
annealing al temperatures above 1200"C. I: can also be created in synthetic type Ib
diamonds by healing at temperarur.. above 1700"C (Collins and Slanley 1985b;
Klucv et al. 1982: Cbrenko elal. 1977; Lawson. el at. 19%: Evans and Qi 1982a).
Oncn the 1'13 cente, arisn in bfown di.mow. Wilhin stacking faults in (Ill) planes
(Graham and B\lSetk 1994). The 1'13 eenler may be highly localized al cra<:ks Or
regions of plastic defonn8uoo (Kanda and Watanabe 1999; Kanda and Watanabe
1997). Some lransform.tion of the B·aggregates of nitrogen inlO the N3 cwter In

naturalrype laB diamonds OCcurs al lcmper.uures aoove I%O"C. No formation of
lhe NJ center II high temperaM.. occun in type loA diamooos, where.. il is
Formed in type laA+lb diamonds (Brozel el al. 1978). Pl of the 1'1] cenle, can be
e~cited by A-band lumine..ence (Collins 1974). The CL intensity of the 1'13 cWler
is strongly sUW'C$SCd by implamalion of donof specie. (e.g. Li) (ZailSev 1999b)
(Fig. s.n S.7S. S.16).

The vibrational band of lhe NJ cenler in luminescence al RT eXlend. oul 10
1.4 eV. The intenslly of this low.cnerl:Y lail failS al low temperatures (Solin 1972).
The ZPL of llle N3 center is spUr by 0.59 meV (the splitting OCCurs in lhe ..cited
state). The nonhomogeneous widlh of Ihe 1'13 ecnle, ZPL can be ali na<TOw as
350 GHz (Davies 1994a; Hafley C1 aL 1984). The Pl.E Sp~I'u, is characterized by
bands at 3.2 (lhe N3 absorplion speetrum), 3.6, 4.6 and S.4 eV (I"" latter may .how
fine slru<:ture wilh pea•• al 5,25 (lhe 1'19 <:enler 7), 5.34 and 5.39 eV). In """,e
narural diamond< PL of lne 1'13 center can be c~oited al quantum energies above
5.2 eV and wilhin a range from J 10 J.S eV (Yelisseyev 1977; la'OIlbovskii and
Ad"aenssens 1999a) (Fig. S.14O).

The l'i/ni"."MC••ffici."cy of the N3 center is ~. O,2S-O-{) 29 (DaviC!! 1994a).
The "scilll1I", sl,."gth of the N3 cenler is "'itnin lhe ran8e of0.16 to 0.36 (Sobolev
et at. 196%). The ranu"""ri"" of lhe defects reilpOOSible for lhe N3 center ,n
natural diamonds can anain • value of 4><10" em" (Bokii et at. 1986). U.uaUy
absorplion of the NJ center in narural diamond< does "(II exceed a value of 3 em"
(Clark et al. 1956.t), A noticeable reduction in lL imen,ity oftne NJ cenler excited
by 3 MeV protons oc<:urs al doses above Sx10" em" (Belliol et al. 1994). Emission
of the N3 cent.r in type I diamonds is quel'lChed by e"ergy INnsfe' to II>e
A.aggre:gates; the probabilily of this Iransfer for one N3 center 10 0... A-aggregate 01
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5.1 Optical Bands 321

one lauice spacing in unit time is 0.3xlO'· s·' (Davios 1994a; Crossfield et a1. 1974;
Thomaz and Davies (978). However, no quenching of the N3 center luminescence
was observed in higb-nitrogen (Ill) growlh sectors of synthetic diamonds grown
by the temperature gradient mClhod (Kanda and Jia 2000),

Pl.Ed .... N3_

fig. 5.140. PLE spectrum of the Nl center in a nalUral type b diamond laken 01 LNT. There
afe two primal)' eaci...lion region. of the center. the inlr.>center excilalion from l '0 3.~ eV
alld tile interb.>lId excitation al e~ies above 5.2 eV (lakoubovskii and Adriaens..... 19990)

By il.l nature llle N3 center is a high-temperature center. Howe,'er the
fem~TiJlur-e dependmee of its luminescence intensity depends on the perfection of
the diamond and the type of excitation_ The PL of the N3 center ncited in the
SA eV band is extinguished at temperatures above 120°C, whereas, when excited in
the 3.2 eV band, the N3 cenler is extinguished only attemperaturcs over 400°C (a
similar temperature quenching is also observed for X_ray excitation) (Vilut;. and
Penzina 1965; Bienemann-Kuespefl et ~L (967). In some natural diamonds
exhibiling TSL the N3 center luminescence intensity is alrllQ'<l unchanged in a
lemperature range from LNT to 250'C. At higher temperatures Ihe intensity falls but
is still detectable attemperalUres up to 500°C. In some low-"ilrogen diamoltds CL
of the N3 center can be observed at tcmperaturos as higb as 5OQ'C (Boki; et a1.
1986; Vilutis and Krongau:l: 1963; GomOll 1960a; Bienemann-Kue.pert et al. 1967:
'). In some low-nitrogen natural diamonds the PL intensity of the center increases
by about 170"/. witlt temperature decrease from RT to LNT (llienemann-Kuespefl et
111,1967).

The N3 center is an electronic transition between A and E(C}.) stales at a defcct
of lrigonal Ch' rymmelry. The symmetry axis of tlte center is along the <Ill>
direction. The excited Slale of the centcr lies about 0.4 eV below the conduction
band. The lower excited level is about 0.5 eV below the conduction hand (Sobolev
and Yeliseev 1976). The NJ cenler is a 0<;111> electronic transition. "The N3 cemer
shows a very strong linear Stark effcct implying the absence of invcrsion symmelty
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322 5 Optical Electronic Transitions

ofille corresponding defel:t (Kaplyanskii et al. 1971; Kaplyanskii et al. 1970a; Clark
et .1, 1962; Yelisseyev 1977). lSOIOpe sllill Qf tile N3 center ZPL is +4.5 meV
(Davies and Collins 1999).

Tile N3 cenler reveals "0 Jol",_Teliu e/ferr. Tile excited elel:trOfLic Slate of the
1"3 center is coupled predominantly to totally symmetrical vibrallonal modes. The
g-value of Ille excited state is positive (Douglas and Runciman 1977a). In absorption
the center shows a dominant interaction witll 93 and 165 meV vi/)roliom. The
elel:troo-pllonon coupling strengtll is model1lte: S" 3.45. In luminescern:e tile center
interacts preferentially wilh 80 meV vilmtions (Davies 1977c; Garnon 19601,
Englman 1965) An interprtlation of tile vibrational side-band of tile Nl centel in
luminescern:e is given in Table 5.8 (Sobolev et al. 1%9<:; Kurdumov el a!. 1994; .).

T ol>le 5.1. Spectral muclUre of the Nl centor in lumjnest~ce

Spe<:tOlll""illoo,
of the: peaks leV)
2.98'
2.949
2.942
2.9]8
2.911
2.921
2.897
2.889
2.872
2.'"
2.8Sl
2.841
2.836
2.834
2.827
2.823
2.805
2.744
2.618
2.591

Interpretation (coupling with vibrations
II the mentiooed symmelry p:?ints)

'"lotll vibnt,on 11 '"Ic:onty (hv__,),,,
C,
K,
K,
W,
K,. W,
X.
x,
Ci

"'K,H_,.ltv_-. .K,
r,,'
K,
L,'+K,. L,'+K,. X,+K,
2L,·. 2l;. K,+l,'+L,'
K]+l.;l'+XI' Kj +2X I. Kj "2l,'. K]+2L!'

Po/oriZOlion of tile PL of the N3 center is reduced wilen it is excited witll quanta
of energy above 3.6 eV. The elecnon-pllonon interaction reduces tile polari1Blion of
the center lumtnescence: the polarization of tile poonon-assisled band is
considerably lower than lhal fo. ZPL (Clark and NOl'lis 1970).

The intrinsic dUlly fime of tile N3 cenlel' in Pl is about 40 os in a temperature
range from n to 400 K. The decay time IS reduced by intel1lCtion with tile
A-aggregates of nitrofen: it is below 20 ns in diamonds. sllowing an absorption
strength above 30 em' at a wavenumber of 1282 cm· l. Tile radiaf,'W!: duay time of
the N1 center is 150 ns. Reversible population of Lhe quartet levels of tile center
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leads to a delayed emission at temperatures above 90 K with a decay time of 7 ms;
this declly time decreases with temperature (Davies 1994a; Thomat. and Davies
1978; Pereira and Monteiro 199Gb). In some natural diamonds (regardless of the
type) the N3 cent.,,- may show DL with a time eonstam up to 5 min (Bienernann_
Kuespcrt et a1. 1%7; Yelisseyev 1977). The activation el>Cfgy of the oooradiative
relaxation processes (}fthe N3 center is 0.566 eV (Thomat. and Davies 1978). Hole
bumin8 in Zl'l has bc<:n demonstrated by Davies (l994a) and Harley et ai. (19&4).

The fltomic model of tlle N3 center is a trio of the nearest substitutional nitrogen
atoms in the (Ill) plane: bonded to a oommon vacancy. the ninogen atoms reliuing
away from the vacancy by about 1/8 of the normal C-C distance (NJV-<ltfed)
(Scherbakova et a!. 1978; Davies 1994a; Clark et a1. 1956a; Davies and Summersglll
1973e; Collins and Woods 1982e; Woods 1986; Sobolev et ai. 1%9c; Nedzvetskii
and Dymke 1970; Nedzvetskii and Gaisin 1974; Kaplyans\;.ii et a1. 1970a; Davies
1974b; llHImaz and Braga 1972; Crowther and Dean 1967a; van Wyk 1992;
Lowther 1984; Davies et ai. 1978; Douglas and Runciman 19773; Davies 1981;
Fritsch et al. 1?9la; Mainwood 1994). JIb illilio simulation of the N,V defect gives
the following parameters: N·C bond length is 0.143-0.144 om; C-C bond lengths of
the unique C atom is 0.146 run; the lA,to'E transilion has an energy of2.8 eV; the
radiative lifetime is 10 ns (Goss et ai. 1996). The N3 center is an allowed transition
on the N,V-dcfect, whereas the Nl (1.5 eV), N2 (2.596 eV) and N4 (3.603 eV)
centers are thought to be forbidden transitions on the Same defeel (Sobolev and
Yu*va 1990). The N3 center is paramagneric: the paramagnetic 1'2 center is
amibuted to the N3 center (Davies e( al. 1978: loubser and van Wyk 1979),

2.99 eV (415 nm); A; an intense band observed in some synthelic diamonds doped
with Al (Klimenkova et al. 1975c).

2.99 cV (414.5 nm); Cl; ZPl; a Ccmer observed in some CVD diamond films. The
center interacts wilh vibrations of energy 70 meV. The ZPl of the center is a
doublet split by about 6 meV. The decay time oftbe centct is oF63±5 n~ (Discblcr t:t
ai. 1994; Khang et a!. 1994). The center inten~ity is almost unchanged up 10 a
temperature of 120 K and then it Fa.lls down com;iderably at temperatures abo~e

130 K (Khong and Collins 1993).

3.004 eV (412.7 nm); A: the liS center; a center observed in natural type [
diamonds after irradiation and subsequent annealing at t.mpeI1lturts above 500"C
(Clar\:. et a1. 1956c).

3.64 eV (407.8 nm); A, PC; ZPl; lhe Rj eenler; a radiation·induced center
observed in type I. and l1a diamonds. There is • line: at 3.09 eV which possibly
relates to tlte R9 center (Da~ies 1977c; Clark et a1. 19563.; FalTer and VeJ1J1eulen
1972).

3.053 eV (406.0 nm); XL: ZPL; a center observed til some natura) diamonds
(Sobolev and Dubav 1979a).
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Q Ian ice parameter (for diamond Q" 0.3568 run)

A abwrption (optical)

ATR allcnuated total reflectance

BE bound exeiton

CAS calorimetric absorption spectroscopy

CL cathodoluminescence
CL i. a luminescence excited with energetic electrons (usually

with energy of a few tens of kiloc:lectronvol1). A disadvantage of
electron «citat;on in cw mode is ;1$ very low efficiency of intracenter
excitation of optical centers. Since the cross-section of interaction of
free: electrons with bound electrons in crystals is relatively small
(about 0.25 nm' in diamond), the probability of direct excitation of
opeical centers with cw electron beams (of a density I W!cml) is
ne~ligible even for concentrations of opti~1 centers as high as
10 I cm·l . The main pathway of excitation of optical centers by fast
e1ectr(>nS is via the recombination of nonequilibrium charge carriers.
As a result, CL ~n be applied only for opti~1 centers which are
efTeClive recombination centers (like the li3 or N3 nitrogen related
centers). In contrast, ineffective recombination centers (like the
63g nm nitrogen-related center) can be hard to excite In CL. A
technical advantages of CL is the easy and inexpensive intorband
excitation of wide bandgap semiconductors, lil:e diamond. as ....ell as
the opportunity of depth resolved invest;glltions varying the energy of
the exciting electrons.

CVD chemical vapor deposition

d dipole moment

d, degeneracy ratio

D-A donor-acceptor
The quantum energy of D-A radiative recombination is described

by the expression:
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wh~.. J is liI~ Coulomb integntl (important Oflly fOf very small r",,),

-OA waJ(m-h)12 is tho: D·A interspacing, m is th~ shell number. and

b may have two values: 0 and S/8 rrhomas et al. 1%4. Williams
1%8a).

DL

DOS

DRFTI

E,E

delayed lummesceoce

density "f stat~s

diffuse·reOectance Fourier·Transform Infrared spectroscopy

electr,c field

ene'&)' level of acceptor counled from the top of the valence band

fr~quency factor

free ~xdton

Fouri~r transform infrared spectroscopy

full width.t half mognitude

gammalumi ....$Cence (induced by y-rays)

hot f,lament assisted CVD depositlon

ionolum' ....sc.nc. (ion beam induced lumine$Ccnc.)

cn~rgy level ofdooor counl~d from the bottom of th~ conductioo band

direct bandgap energy

indirect bandgap energy

them,.1 activation energy

energy of toe valence \>and maximum

eIectro-absorpt,on

electron~hole

eleetroluminescence (excitation by electric current)

excitation of photolumin~scence

EL

EPL

j,

FE

ITlR

FWHM

GL
HFCVD

"

£.... binding energy ofexciton loxalized at. defect B
The binding en~rgy can be: '>1;~S5ed approximately IS

£",.8 - 0.1£., wh~re £a i. th~ ,onilltion energy of 1M defect B
(Stemschulle et ai, 1999a).

~nergy ofth~ CQl1duction band minimum

'"



IRA

IRE

J-T

•
'.•
"K.

L

LA

LHeT

LNT

LO

LVM

M1RJRS

MPCYD

MWPC
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IR optical absorplion
The method is based on the measurement Qf the quantity of lighl

absorbed by atomic vibrations. Since tbe method requires carefully
polished SlImple surfaces, it is hardly applicable for imilu studies of
growing CYO diaroond films.

lR emission
The method is based on measurements of the irrndiatlon emitted

by alOmic vibral;ons from a nol sample (usually al 8 lempernrure of
500"C). The emined light is a produet of gray·body emission and the
emission from Ihl' vibrational states of the sample. The method does
not require polishing surfaces of the sample. It is particularly
convenient for ;nS;IU studies of CYO di8roond growth. IRE is a
completely nonintrusive method (Ayres et al. 1998). IR emission
shows all oflhe features of the corresponding IR absorption speclra of
diamond in the o~-phooon, two-phonon, C·H stretch, nitrogen defect,
and C·H bending regions. 'The IRE spectra are the most prominent for
transparent and white color diamonds.

Jahn·Teller

wave vector

wavenumber

extinction coefficient

Boltzmann consl8nl

momentum of the conduction band minimum (k .. 0.?6 Xl

luminescence

longitudinal acoustic

liquid helium temperature

liquid nitrogen tcmperature

longitudinal oplical

local vibration mode

multiple internal renection infrared SpectrMCOpy

microwave plasma assisted CYO deposition

microwave photocooductivity
MWPC does nol require electrical contacts applied 10 the sample

and possesses a high areal selectivity (determined by the size of
exciting light spot and the diffusion length of the nonequilibrium
charge camelS) (Zaitsev et ai. 1992). In general the MWPC spectra of
type fla diamonds at the bandgap edge spectral region are
characterized by IWO regions (Fig. A.I): thc phonon-absorption region
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(anti-Stokes region, from 237 to 226 nm) and tM phonon-emission
region (Slokes region, shoner than 226 nm), The intensity of the
phonon-absorption region I. is commonly weaker than Ihat of the
phonon-emission region I, because of the very low probabilily of
high-energy phonon excilal;on at room temperalUre.

! l, ..
I

c.· ......
'," ...

! ..
',"" ....•, ..,
---- ---..:..-=.-.•- o. - - -
W~"EI.ENG'''' "'"

FIt. A,1. MWPC 'pectr> calculaTed for \00 ~m thick di.mond with different
rates of surface rewmbinal;on. l, is lhe lllkl:ness of the layer depleled due 10
,"rface t'CCombillllKm, The d..hed tine s.bows lhe abSOfJllion edge ofdi.mond
(lIil,ev el.l.lmb)

The shape and the intensity Oflhe MWPC spec1tum is delermined
by tbe absorption coefficient of the exciling light 0(,1.), the bulk
lifetime of the nonequilibrium charge carriers fo" the surface
re<:ombioation role s (corresponding lifctime tJ and the mobility of
the exciled charge carriers J.l. The shape is especially sensitive 10 the
0('-) and s values. The mobility and the bulk lifetime significantly
influence only the MWPC intensity, nol lhe shape. For lhe phonon
emi,sion region, when the excitation occurs near to lhe surface within
a few microns (thickness d) (Kania et at. 1990), surface recombination
would strongly affect tbe MWPC intensity provided the d value is
comparable with the diffusion length orlhe charge carriers L ~ (01)"',
For the phonon-absorption region the absorption oflhe light occurs in
a layer of thickness I mm. Since the L value does nO!. exceed a few
microns even in high-<juality diamonds characterized by To- 10" sand
by diffusion coeffocients D of 25 cm'ls, the surface recombination
does not affect noticeably the MWPC intensity I. in Ihe phonon
absorption region. So far the I, value is determined mainly by Go, Ihat
is I,-r.. In contrasl, the surface recombination strongly controls the
MWPC inlensity in Ihe phonon~mission region /" where lhe light
excitalion depth is comparable 10 L or even le0;5, Ihat is
I, - 1;, r,!(l>+rJ. In Ihe case of negligible surface recombination s - 0,
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the ralio J,/L. should be of the order of 10'. In reality, this value
seldom altains even 10'. mnging in most cases from Ito 10 (including
CVD diamond films). This means that surface rtcombination is a
common parameter controlling the concentration of the
llOllequilibrium charge carriers in diamond in the proximity of the
surface. Routine measurtment of the !, and !. intensities can be
performed by averaging the MWPC value over the spectral region
from 215 to 220 nm and from 230 to 235 nm respectively (Fig. A.2,
A.3).

-------••• io,~;-T;;· ---

t1&. A.2. MWPC (..,lid line) Ind opIicollbSOfJl!ion (dashed Ii",,) Spetl" of I
OItu..1typo III dilrnond. The spectral area for measurements of intensil;es of
the phonon-aboorplioo region (fJ and pMoo'Hmi.,;ion region (I,) are
ir>dicoled (Zakharov 1m)

r~ A.3. MWPC (solid line) lod opticallbso<plion (dashed line) Specl'" of I
oltwal type III diamor>d with relatively <\r(lflg ""li-SIOke.; .rea (Zakharov
1997)
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NEA

OOMR

P

'AS
PC

PCCVD

'DS

"

POM

The bulk lifetime can be asses5<'d by the f, intensity and the
surface recombination rate from the ratio l,ff,.. lOoo"t/(fo+t,.). The
wavelength of the MWPC maximum indicates roughly the depth of
the depletion area resulting from surface recombination.

negative elecuoo affonity

refractive index

optically detected magnetic (electron spin) resonance

nonzero elements of elasto-opticai tensot

pressure

photo-acoustic spectroscopy

photoconductivity

polycrystalline CVO (diamond)

photothermal denection spectroscopy

photoluminescence
Photoluminescence is a luminescence excited with ligbl quanta.

The main process of PL excitation is the resonance interaction of
oIcctrons of optical centers with an electromagnetic wave. An
advanLilge of PL is its capability of intensive intraccnler excitation,
which does not require the creation of nonequilibrium free charge
carriers. Therefore optical centers can be readily excited in PL with
quanta of cnergy much lower than E•. Since the cross-section of
interaction of quanta with bound ele<:\rQfls in crystals is very larSi;"
(about I j.lm' for visible light), relatively low light fluxes (of I W/cm )
can effectively excite intracenter luminescence of optical centers with
concentrations as low as IQIl cm·l.

photolumineKence excitalion (spectroscopy)
An imponant adnntage of PLE spectroscopy is its capability of

meuuring the absolute energy position Gf electronic states of
luminescence centers in Ihe forbidden energy gap.

polarizatiOll-<>ptical method
The polarization-oplical method has been developed for the

evaluation of internal mechanical stress in diamonds (OrJov 1973;
Varshavsbi 1968; Orlov eI al. 1973; Lang 1967a). The method
deduces the internal crystal lattice perfection, n, from the brigh\ne$$
of the birefringence pattern, relative to that of a refcrence sample. The
sensitivity of thc birefringence method On diamond is evaluated to be
about 0.003' of the lallice distortions (Wilks el a1. 1991).

piewspectroscopy
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Piewspectro~y studies the splining of narrow optical lines
(usually ZPLs) in crystals under mechanical stress. For cuhic crystals
(like diamond) the number of splining-<lIT componentS and their
polarization in absorption and luminescence are given in Kaplyanskii
(1964), Hughes and Runciman (l967). S1on<ham (1975), Dav>es lind NllZaJe
(J98Ob). Mohammed et a!. (19g2b). In the ideal case the local
symmetry of a defect, at which the "optical" electronic orbilal is
localized, can be distinguished unambiguously by analysing the
splitting patterns when applying stress along the main crysllIlIographic
direclions (Table A.I). The splining pattern can also reveal the
degeneracy of the related electronic levels.

Table A.1. Number of splining components of ZPL of an oplical center in a
diamond lanice unde:r uniaxial mechanical stress along ll>e main
crystallograp!lic directions. Unpolarizcd lighl il>Cide:rn normal 10 \he stress
uil. Two inequ;valenl direclion< • for [110] Itresl are indicaled

A.....A, B....B. A....B 3

,
,

SymrnelJy of [lOll]
electron;e levels

•

,

[110]

,

3; 2[001].[1.10]
5; 4[00 I]; l[ 1·10]
6; 4[001 j, [1·10)
6;4[OOI],{I-10],,
2; 1[001]
4; 3[001]. [\_10]
4; 2[001],
4; 3[1-10]

•,

[III]

,

,

,,,,,,
,,,,,,,

,,~,

A, r,. A,HT, 2
E T" T1 3
T, T, 3
T, T" T,HT1 1
r r.. f.,.... r. 2
r r. 4
A a 2
A E; a.....E 3
E E 3
A A I
A E 2
E E 4
A B, A.....A, B.....B 2Rhombic I

[110] (C,.)
Rhombic I
[100] (0,)
Moooclinic
t (e,.)
Monoclinic
1I (C,)
Triclinic

Trig""al
(C,.)

TClr1Igooal
(D",)

Cubic
~d

Symrnelry
ofder..t

The unusually large number of split components (exceeding the
numbers given in Table A.l) is explained by the existence of
forbidden transitions due to the lmaking of selection rules by
deformation. An alternative explanation IS the structural
transformation of the diamond lattice in the proximity of defects under
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high $1"'SS, causing the corresponding optical center to be surrounded
by a noncubic lauice experiencing uniaxial distonion (1.aitsev and
Gippius 1988). It is supposed that such local phase transitions OCCur
readily at "son" vacancy-type: defe<;l$, the electronic bond
deformations at which are believed to be the highest. It is interesting
to note that at low stress the splitting of ZPL of "soft" centers usually
Starts from two components irrespective of their syrrunetry.

Pure orientational degeneracy can be distinguished from pure
electronic and eleetrrmie-orientational degeneracy by measuring
temperature dependency of intensities of lhe splining components.
Breaking of the orientational degeneracy re!lults in temperature_
independent components, whereas the components resulting from the
electronic degeneracy a", thennolized.

PSC photostimulated current

R renection (optical)

RT room temperature

RTA rapid thermal annealing

R, projected range of ions introduced by iOll implantation

r Raman scattering crl'lSs-=tion
The r value shows the intensity of Raman scanering with

absorption (h1o''''' ..... = hv""",.. + h(4 anti-Stokes SC<lllering) or
emission (hv",,_ - hl'_ - hw, Stokes scaltering) of pllonons. The
",duced Raman speClrom is

whe'" n( (4 1) is the Ek>se-Einstein distribution. The standard proof of
the Raman scattering nature of tit<. featu"'s observed in Raman spectra
is perfonned by changing lhe quantum energy of the excitation laser
light (hI', to hv,). Then the genuine Raman features do not change
their relalive speclral position with respect to the laser line (and
change absolute speclral posiuons by the energy hI', - hVl), whereas
the PL features do not change their absolute spectral positions
irrespective of the excltatirm quantum eOlergy. However, for broad
Raman bands a slight shift (up to a few tenths of cm-') can be
observed due to the change in the PL background slopes excited by
light with different quantum energies_ When evaluating the relative
intensities and widths of Raman featu"'s, lhe different polarization
degru$ of these features must be taken into account. To overcome lhe
difficullies connected with lhis effect it has been proposed that the
Raman scaltering intensity be laken as the sum of the intensities
measured parallel and perpendicular to the incident beam polarization
(Prawer et al. 1994). Raman scattering in rome diamond malerials, for
inSla<lCe in CVD diamond films with a high conlent of nondiamond
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inclusions, occurs as in ccmpounds. In this ca!;!: the Raman scattering
int~nsity I~ for a compound with an optical abSOlptiQll jl can be given
M'

'.S [ {,.,,)~, .-- I-e~ ---- ,
• S+2jl L

where S is the scanering efficiency, 10 is the incident light int~lI$ity.

and L i~ th~ thickness of the excit~d layer. jl is assumed to be the same
for the incident and scattered light (MennOWl tI al. I~6; Loudon
1964a).

PlJlil,iud Rillttiln Sp«t'I1SCOPY eM be used for the
characterization of the alignment oflbe CVD diamond with respect to
the underlying silicon substrate (Jubber and Milrn: 1996).

The temperature of the sample can be measured from the
Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio (Kulisch et al. 1996):

T= '. h(:: ... ],],
kin -

I.~ v.. -v..

where v.. is the excitation light frequ~ncy, v.. is the scanering phonon
frequency, and hand k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants. The
accuracy of the measurements is ±50 K for th~ temperature range 800
to 1200 K.

Huang-Rhys factor

where n(~ is the phonon population factor, and g(~ is a function
detennining th~ density of vibrations interacting with the optical
center (Maradudin 1966). The S value can be easily evaluated from
the ratio of the ZPL intensity to the total intensity of the vibronic
band:

The S value may differ for diffen:nt vibrational modes interacting
with the same optical cent~r. For a paniculat mode1U the S value is
measured n:

where hv.... is the quantum energy of the muimum of the vibronic
band related to the mode w.
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S spin moment

S. mechanical "softness"
Mechanical softnes~ of an optical cemer is a parn.meter showing

the rate of change of sp«lral position AIlYm of its ZPL in crystal
under plUsure P: S. -lJ.hvUl.!P. Tile value of the mechanical softness
is determined by the relative strength of interatomic bonding in
optically active defect in comparison with regular host crystal lattice.
There is a telldency that optical untm relat<:d to the vacancy_
containing defects have greater S. (above I meVIGPa) than those
reiated to the interstitial type defects (5. < I meV/GPa) (zailsev et al.
1995).

thermal "softness"
Thermal softness of an optical center shows the rate of temperature

broadening of its ZPL. Being determined 35 a derivative
d(FWHMlPl)ldT, Sr is a function of temperature (usuaUy S1 increases
with temperature). The val,," of the thennal softness can be measuted
as ZPL broadening with temperature increase from LNT to RT
reduced to this temperature difference:

Sr" (FWHMu - FWHMi.NTY(T~T - TlNf).

There is a tendency lhal the oplical centers relaled to lhe vacancy
type defects have greater Sr (above 0.0\ meVIK) than those related to
the interstitial type defects (wually below IlOI meVIK). Physical
background of tile thermal SQftness is the unharnlOflicity of vibratioll5
interacting with the optically active defecl It is believed that
mechanically "soft" vllCaTlCY related defect. exhibit greater vibrational
amplitudes and, eonsequently, greater unharmomicity (laitsev et a1.
1995; Mainwood 1999). Noohomogeneous broadening may
considerably reduce the measured S, value. therefore the true S1 value
should be measured in perfect cryst11s.

SERS surface enhanced Raman scattering
The SERS method is used for the delection of Raman active

species localized at the surface. A considerable background
characteristie of SERS spectra taken from diamond is probably due to
;""Iastie scattering at electron-hole pairs (Lopez-Rios 19%, Monreal
eta!. 1987; Burstein et al. 1982).

SFG sum-frequency generatIon

SR synchrotron radiation

T temperature

To Debye temperature
To for diamond is of 2219 to 2246 K (Nazare and Neves 2001).

TlNT liquid nitrogen temperature
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TIT room temperature

TA 1raIl$versai acoustic

TL 1IUU1eliuminescence
TL is !he optical emission resulling from direct electronic

transitions between spatially separated eleclro<l.nd bole cemen. The
TL intensity does not depend on temperal\Jrc (the TL process bas no
activation enellY) because the electron levels involved in TL
transitions are oftbe same energy. The decay ofTL can be described
by BcllereJ's law 1(/) - I(O)l(I+bl)'-. The parameler ~<I indicatCli
recombination between chaotic distributed =ombinnion and caplure
centen; pi means a recombination on paired defectS (Yelis.seyev
1977). TL of synthetic diamonds occun; mainly on paired lkfects
(Vins et al. 1989). TL can be separated from TSL using rapid cooling
of the SlImple during the intensity measurements of the delayed
luminescence upon switching off the uci18tion source. Usually
cooling down to 80 K for a few tCJ\S of seconds is sufficient. TL, in
contrast to TSL, docs nOi show a rapid intensity decrease "'ilh cooling.

TO U1Il1Sversaloptic.1

TSL thermostimulated luminesccnce
TSL is ooe of the rI'"Irnll effective optical mcthods for investigation

of deep \taps in diamond. The order of TSL killClics m can be found
frc>m the depmdencc Ig(lfN"') - lIT. Sceond-order kinetics points 10
!he recombination character of TLS. First-orlkr kinetics describes
processes with negligible rclnlpping of the tbennaJly released earners.
The intensity of l1le first-order TSL for the linear increase of
temper1lture q • d1Ydt • coostanl is given by the expression
(McKeever 1985; Vittone et al. 1999):

1m. (T)" " o5expf-(E IkT}JU{-:" JdT exp[- E I kTI].,'.
where "0 is the initial lknsity of U1Ipped carriers, 10 is the frequency
factor. Er is the U1Ip depth energy, To is l!le initial tempenlture. At
COOSI.nt lempC11IlUre!he first-order TSL decays exponentially.

XL X·r1.y excited lumincsceooe

ZPL zero-phonon line

a Debye-Waller factor

A thermal conduetivity

Ar temperature conductivity
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A. wavelength

n internal crystallatl;ce perfection
n is a parameter characterizing the birefringence effect (Stt

POM). Birefringence is Olle oftM mosl reliable methods fOl" detecting
internal strains in a diamond lattice. It is a standard technique for the
inSpeclion and selection of diamonds prior to mechanical treatm<:nl.
The birefringence effect can also be used for the selection of diamonds
suitable for fabrication of radiation detectors (Bienemann-Kuespert et
al. 1967).

Thc visibility critcrion for a birefringen~ image from an edge
dislocation is given by (Enckcvort and SeaI198Sa):

o

,

where 'I is the stress optical constant, )_ is the light wavelength, G is
the shear modulus of diamond, v is the Pois.son ratio, b is the Burgers
vector. u is half the wne-angle of light in the specimen volume, and fo
. nd f are the incident and transmitted beam intensities. Dislocations
with smail 112<110> edge components, ending on llll), give visible
birefringence Images when viewed end-on. Only edge dislocations
with asymmelric contrast, in the presence of a long-range stress field,
can be imaged when viewed side-Qll. The decoration of dislocations
can give only a symmetrical image.

The birefringence induced by external pressure is characterized by
three cOn.lant.; 'I,,,, (the change in refractive inde~ for light vibrating
pclpendicular to the cubic planes, caused by Ihe stress applied to Ihose
planes), 'I I", (the change in refractive index for light vibrating parallel
to the cubic planes, caused by the stress applied to those planes) and
'I'm (relates 10 the .hift Sl,ess with respect to Ihe direction cf the
.esultant indicatrix).

mechaniCllI Wes.l

abSOfjllion coefficient
The}i value is approximately given by the expression:

JI- {(111.......)ln(f.......,fJ._.., )-q,
where I is the intensity of light. I is the thickness oft~ sample, C
is a par~mete! accounting for nonabsorption IQSSts (for instance
reneet;on It t~ surfaces, sc~ttering, elc.). In general C is a function of
the light wavelength. The /l value is proponional to the concentration
N of the absorbing defects, enabling an absolute rel~lionship between
/land N to be established (Collins 1997).

dielectric oonSlllnt
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r thermal resistivity

f lifetime or IOtal decay time

'l', radiative lifetime

~ noMldiative lifetime

~ luminescence efficiency (, ~ rJ't;)

rp work fuOC1ion

hv quantum energy

/leu lattice vibration energy (energy of phonons or local vibrations)

X recombination parameterofTL

Clb Debye frequency of diamond lattice, Clb ~ 150 meV

4l\ resonance frO>juency
This parameter is usually used to characterize quasitocal vibration~

resulting from heavy impurity atoms. According 10 Brout and
Vi!iSl:her (1%2) the frequency ~ of the local vibration and Ihe widlh
Au« of the resonance peak are given as:

where Mc and M1 are the masses of a carbon atom and impurity atom
respectively. Although these formulas were derived assuming the
isotopic chanlcter of the impurity atom, they also describe
satisfactorily the qU3Silocal vibrat;<)lls of many chemically different
impurities in diamond.

Unlll Used:

l[ppmJ-1.76><1017 [cm')]

l[eV] ~ l239.5/J.[nm] in air, or~ 1239,&'A.{nm] in vacuum

k.[cm-'j - 10'IA./nmJ
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